Overlocker

The Victory is a 4-thread overlocker equipped with our
exclusive Baby Lock Automatic Thread Delivery (ATD) System,
eliminating the need for frustrating tension adjustments.
Other amazing features for endless creative possibilities include our JetAir™
Threading for instant looper threading in any order, a 6mm presser foot height
for making overlocking on thicker fabrics a breeze, plus a built-in needle threader
and brilliant LED lighting.

JetAir™ Threading System for easy Looper Threading
Thread the entire machine
in less than 1 minute

Easily thread the loopers
in any order

Change any thread without
re-threading others

No more worrying
about tangled threads

JetAir™ Threading completely eliminates the annoying need to thread many
points in a specific order for each broken thread or new colour. With our
exclusive system, threading can be completed in less than one minute!
Simply insert threads into the threading ports, plunge the lever and a blast
of air shoots the threads through the tubular loopers – instantly threading
the loopers.
The tubular loopers also prevent the threads from tangling, and by keeping
the threads completely separated within the machine, the loopers can be
threaded in any order. They also allow you to change any thread without
having to re-thread the others.

JetAir™ with Tubular Loopers allows you to thread in any order and avoid
tangles and knots as threads are not exposed.

Automatic Thread Delivery (ATD) System
Victory takes the tension out of overlocking by
removing the need to manually adjust tensions,
for a perfectly balanced stitch always. The ATD
System delivers the required length of thread
for a balanced stitch, rather than putting tension
on the thread itself. You simply select A, B, C or
D depending on the stitch desired – letting you
overlock continuously across any fabric with any
type of thread without skipping stitches.

6mm Presser Foot Height allows you to easily
work with thicker fabrics.

Built-in Needle Threader for easy, stress-free
needle threading, every time.

2 Powerful LED Lights flood your workspace
with bright and even lighting.

True 2 to 1 Differential Feed ensures more consistent gathering of fabrics and compensates for stretch
distortion on your knits..

Unrivalled Quality, Durability & Peace of Mind

Other features
•	Vertical needle system minimises
needle deflection and breakages
• 4, 3 & 2 Thread overlocking
• Up to 1,500 stitches per minute
•	Heavy duty cutting system for easily
cutting thick fabrics

Automatic Rolled Hem via a simple dial retracts
the built-in stitch width finger.

•	Flatlock stitch option for seaming and
decorative effects
• Presser foot pressure adjustment screw
• Built-in accessory storage
• 11 Optional accessory feet
• Machine weight 7.5kg

Baby Lock machines made in Japan are renowned
world-wide for their outstanding innovation,
technology, build quality and durability,
giving us the confidence to offer you a 5 year
conditional parts and labour warranty.
Specifications & images are correct at time of printing.
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